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Abstract

This paper considers the problem of intersecting
aircraft ows under decentralized conict avoidance
rules. Using an Eulerian standpoint (aircraft ow
through a �xed control volume), new air tra�c con-
trol models and scenarios are de�ned that enable the
study of long-term airspace stability problems. Con-
sidering a class of two intersecting aircraft ows, it is
shown that airspace stability, de�ned both in terms
of safety and performance is preserved under speci�c
decentralized conict resolution algorithms. A perfor-
mance bound is derived and examples show that this
bound is tight. A comparison is made with centralized
approaches to conict resolution.

Introduction

The air transportation system is currently the ob-
ject of intensive research, following the sustained growth
of past and forecasted air tra�c. The current enroute
air tra�c control system consists of the following ele-
ments:

� A geographical network whose nodes are nav-
igation beacons (VHF Omnidirectional Range
(VOR) and Distance Measuring Equipment sys-
tems (DME)), and whose links are air routes.
The aircraft are allowed to y only along these
routes (with some exceptions). Flying on seg-
ments connecting two navigation beacons makes
the problem of aircraft navigation and automated
guidance particularly easy.
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� Approximately 1500 enroute air tra�c controllers
who regulate the aircraft ow across this net-
work and make sure no hazardous situation de-
velops, whereby two aircraft might get too close
to each other (aircraft conicts). The network
structure of the aircraft routing system allows
the controllers to get a priori information on air-
craft conict geometries and their location dur-
ing nominal operations: Conicts are usually lo-
cated at the nodes of the network. Knowing
potential conict locations a priori enables the
decomposition of the airspace into sectors, man-
aged by individual air tra�c controllers, and
whose boundaries are located away from the
network nodes and therefore away from the most
common conict locations.

Many decades of working experience have demon-
strated that this network-based architecture is safe.
However, it su�ers from strong perceived drawbacks,
such as systematic indirect routing between origin and
destination, and in general a perceived lack of navi-
gation freedom for the pilots. The advent of a rela-
tively new generation of Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS), in particular GPS, has removed in
principle the limitations of the ground-based naviga-
tion infrastructure. In particular, it is now very easy
to obtain precise aircraft position anywhere over the
United States and not only on a pre-determined set of
routes (although this idea, also named Area Naviga-
tion, has been demonstrated to be feasible for many
years [3], using the conventional navigation infrastruc-
ture, at the expense of improved on-board compu-
tational equipment). As a consequence, concepts of
operations such as \Free Flight" [20] have been pro-
posed by airlines and by the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) to remove the routing constraints
imposed by the conventional, �xed-route system. Un-
der Free Flight, each aircraft would be able to opti-
mize its trajectory according to several factors such
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as perceived safety, weather, direct operating costs
and coordination with other ights [19]. Some steps
towards Free Flight include the National Route Pro-
gram, whereby quali�ed aircraft are allowed to y
their preferred route after approval by the air traf-
�c services. However, in order to be implemented on
a full scale, the safety of such concepts needs to be
proven. In particular, the set of standards over which
operational concepts are evaluated has evolved from
empirical evaluation decades ago to a sophisticated
and very di�cult certi�cation process, which makes
proving the safety of any new concept of operations
a very challenging task. While many years of reliable
operation provide evidence of safety for the current air
tra�c control system, the safety of any new system
cannot rely on experience only, as it is very lengthy
and expensive to build up. Rather, future air traf-
�c management concepts will draw from appropriate
mathematical modeling and engineering analysis tech-
niques. Thus, Free Flight o�ers a wide array of new
challenges and opportunities to the research commu-
nity.

This paper considers the problem of air tra�c \sta-
bility" under decentralized conict detection and res-
olution rules. However, one of the major issues arising
when considering this problem is the proper de�nition
of \stability" of air tra�c ows. In traditional control
system terms, the notion of \stability" usually relates
to the long term behavior of dynamical systems, which
is expected to remain within some acceptable bounds
and often to converge towards a speci�c desired state.
For example, individual aircraft stability concepts are
tied to the requirement that both aircraft attitude and
position stay close enough to some reference attitude
and position.

Considering problems of air tra�c management,
the requirement for stability becomes more complex:
While aircraft are expected to follow a reference tra-
jectory (as loosely de�ned as it may be), aircraft are
also required to stay away from each other to prevent
near misses or even airborne collisions. In this con-
text it becomes quite important for the researcher to
de�ne appropriate notions of stability. This in turn
entails the requirement of appropriately de�ning the
system being worked upon. Much of the current re-
search focuses on problems involving a �nite, usually
small number of aircraft. Such a Lagrangian stand-
point (in which few aircraft are analyzed) is useful
when designing e�cient conict detection and resolu-
tion systems. However, this standpoint is not conve-
nient to use for ow stability analyses, since interac-
tions occurring within a �nite set of aircraft can only

have a �nite duration.
We propose in this paper an \Eulerian" stand-

point, whereby an arbitrarily large number of air-
craft ows through an otherwise well-de�ned airspace
volume. The motivation behind this standpoint is
that, even under Free Flight, many aircraft ow inter-
actions are expected to occur within relatively well-
de�ned parts of the airspace, corresponding to the
intersection between one or more optimal routes link-
ing city pairs, for example. This viewpoint is also very
much compatible with an air tra�c controller's cur-
rent view of the air transportation system, with the
volume of airspace being a sector. Note this stand-
point also appears in [5].

This paper is organized as follows: First, the air-
craft ow models are introduced. An appropriate no-
tion of aircraft ow stability is de�ned and the decen-
tralized strategy followed by each aircraft is detailed.
Second, a proof of interacting aircraft ow stability
is provided for the case of two intersecting aircraft
ows where aircraft use a simple, decentralized con-
ict resolution rule. Third, a discussion of the results
is presented, along with simulations. A comparison is
drawn between centralized and decentralized conict
resolution.

Air Tra�c Models and Problem Formulation

General Considerations

The de�nition of appropriate models appears to be
a signi�cant challenge when considering problems in
air transportation [9]. Considering the conict detec-
tion and resolution problem, most authors (including
those of this paper) have traditionally concentrated on
scenarios involving a �nite number of aircraft. How-
ever, there appears to be a widespread concern about
the \domino e�ect", whereby one conict resolution
maneuver creates new conicts which in turn need to
be solved etc. In this paper, we will therefore concen-
trate on a possibly in�nite number of aircraft owing
through a �nite portion of the airspace.

The system under study consists of a given volume
of airspace, and a set of aircraft owing in and out of
it, as shown in Fig. 1. The dynamics of the system
are determined by the \boundary conditions" that in-
dicate the location, speed and rate at which aircraft
appear in the volume of airspace, and by their in-
dividual behavior while they y within the airspace.
Clearly, some boundary conditions are unacceptable,
e.g., the case when two aircraft appear into the con-
trol region very close to each other and on a head-on
collision course. Since relatively little is known about
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Figure 1: Aircraft owing in and out of \control volume".

interacting aircraft ows, this paper will consider air-
craft ows with low complexity.

The aircraft are assumed to be intelligent, that is,
their pilots actively attempt to maneuver and avoid
conicts at the smallest possible cost.

Aircraft Maneuver Models

Although designing and analyzing systems for air-
craft conict detection and resolution needs to ac-
count for the three dimensions, this paper will only
investigate air tra�c evolving in two dimensions (pla-
nar conict resolution): The trajectories of all aircraft
are assumed to evolve in the horizontal plane. While
vertical maneuvers appear to be most e�cient for tac-
tical conict resolution (such as in the case of TCAS
(Tra�c Alert and Collision Avoidance System)), hor-
izontal maneuvers might be more appropriate for the
\strategic" conict resolution context considered in
this paper, because they induce less passenger discom-
fort and they do not require ight level changes and
thus may not perturb the vertically strati�ed tra�c
structure as it exists today in the enroute airspace.

This paper will be concerned with very simple air-
craft behaviors. In particular aircraft y only along
straight, level and constant speed trajectories. All
aircraft have the same absolute speed. Moreover, we
will assume that only one conict area exists, and that
aircraft may perform only one conict avoidance ma-
neuver [2]. In this paper we will be concerned with
maneuvers involving no speed change.

Two models for conict avoidance will be consid-
ered in this paper; Fig. 2 illustrates these conict res-
olution models.

� Velocity change model: In this model (left pic-
ture in Fig. 2), single heading changes are used

Heading after
conflict 

resolution

Original
heading

Position after
conflict resolution

Original position

W

α

w

Conflict area

Conflict area Conflict area

Figure 2: Heading change model v.s. position change

model. Left: The aircraft maneuver is an immediate head-

ing change. Middle: The aircraft maneuver is a heading

change followed by a second heading change. Right: The

aircraft maneuver is an immediate position change.

to modify aircraft trajectories. Following the
approach of Andrews [2], these changes are as-
sumed to occur instantaneously when the air-
craft makes a decision. This model will be used
for simulation purposes.

� Position change model: This model (right pic-
ture in Fig. 2), used for simulation and analysis
purposes, consists of modeling aircraft trajec-
tory changes via a single and instantaneous lat-
eral position change, the speed vector remaining
the same before and after the position change.
This model appears to be less realistic; How-
ever, it is simpler to use for analysis purposes.
In addition, the position change model can be
treated as a close approximate of the two-stage
maneuver model shown in the middle of Fig. 2.
Given the distance W , the lateral displacement
w in the position change model is equivalent to a
heading change of amplitude � = tan(w=W )�1(�
w=W ifW is much greater than w, which is usu-
ally the case for strategic conict resolution.)
The longitudinal displacement di�erence between
these two maneuver models is on the order of
w2=W , which will be assumed to be small. In
the following, W will represent a distance to a
conict area shown in Fig. 2. The advantage of
this maneuver model is its simplicity of use for
analysis purposes.

Aircraft Flow Arrival Geometry

The basic aircraft ow model chosen in this paper
is that shown in Fig. 3. and it was originally intro-
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Figure 3: Two crossing aircraft ows.

duced by Niedringhaus [15]. Two aircraft streams,
oriented at a given angle � (� = 90 degrees in Fig. 3)
relative to each other, feed aircraft into a circular
conict area. The streams are organized in such a
way that all aircraft within each stream are originally
headed in the same direction. For simplicity of ex-
position only, it will also be assumed all aircraft are
originally ying along the same track prior to entering
the control volume. The spacing between each aircraft
in each ow is arbitrary but no less than a given mini-
mum safe distance d. Let A1; A2; : : : ; Ai; : : : be the set
of aircraft entering the control volume, where aircraft
are indexed according to the order they entered the
control volume. When two aircraft enter the control
volume at the same time, the southbound aircraft is
indexed �rst.

Conict Resolution Rules

Several centralized and decentralized conict res-
olution rules are available (see for example [7, 8, 16,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 22, 23]).

A conict is declared when the projected straight
path of any aircraft pair leads them to a miss distance
less than a preset threshold d. The decentralized con-
ict resolution scheme chosen in this paper follows a
sequential approach, whereby aircraft solve potential
conicts one at a time. To simplify matters, it is as-
sumed that the order in which aircraft perform their
resolution maneuver is the same as the order they
enter the circular conict area, although this assump-
tion could be relaxed. An aircraft solving a conict
considers all other aircraft that maneuvered before
it as moving obstacles, but does not account for the
aircraft which have not maneuvered yet. Thus each

aircraft has knowledge of all aircraft that have already
performed a maneuver (or decided that no maneuver
was necessary). A reliable implementation of such se-
quential approaches have been described in [1].

Conict Resolution Maneuver

Given those aircraft A1; : : : ; Ai�1 which have al-
ready performed a resolution maneuver (and must
therefore be considered as obstacles), the resolution
maneuver for the next aircraft i scheduled for conict
resolution will be such that (i) no conict exists be-
tween Ai and Ai; : : : ; Ai�1 after the resolution and (ii)
the amplitude of the conict avoidance maneuver is as
small as possible. For the heading change model, the
resolution maneuver will be to minimize the ampli-
tude of the deviation from the nominal heading. Sim-
ilarly, for the lateral position change model, the reso-
lution maneuver will attempt to minimize the lateral
position change necessary for conict resolution. In
the computer simulations presented thereafter, both
conict resolution maneuvers (heading change and po-
sition change) are generated by a simple line search
away from the nominal heading and position, using a
prede�ned step size.

Notions of Stability

In this paper, we will consider the system to be
stable if:

� All conicts get resolved without creating the
\domino e�ect", whereby a conict resolution
maneuver creates a cascading series of new con-
icts that propagate through the airspace.

� The deviation of the aircraft trajectory from
nominal, due to the requirement for conict res-
olution, is bounded. In other words, the heading
change is bounded or the lateral position change
is bounded, depending upon which aircraft ma-
neuver model is chosen.

This de�nition summarizes the two most important
requirements in air tra�c control: Guaranteed safety
and e�ciency of tra�c handling.

Closed-loop System Stability

This section presents the main result of this paper:
The system shown in Fig. 3, under the conict reso-
lution rule described above, is stable. More precisely,
we ask the following question: Assuming the system
has been running correctly in the past, will it keep
running correctly in the future? Indeed, it is possible
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Figure 4: Aircraft ow con�guration for stability analysis.

The shaded areas are locations where a conict will occur.

to construct \initial conditions" for the system such
that conicts are unavoidable. We now show that an
incoming aircraft (shown in bold in Fig. 4) can always
�nd a conict resolution maneuver and proceed with a
conict-free trajectory. In this section, we will assume
that aircraft resolve conicts via position changes.

Conict Geometry

For simplicity, we will assume that the two cross-
ing aircraft ows are oriented 90 degrees with respect
to each other, with one southbound and one east-
bound aircraft ow, as shown in Fig. 4. Also, we
will assume that all aircraft initially follow each other
along two intersecting lines (one eastbound, one south-
bound), and that after maneuvering, all aircraft re-
main within a \maneuver corridor" of total width L

centered along the nominal paths. These assumptions
may be relaxed to an arbitrary encounter angle.

Without loss of generality, one may assume that
the next aircraft Ai to perform a resolution maneu-
ver is eastbound, as represented in bold in Fig. 4.
By de�nition of the aircraft ow and allowable ma-
neuvers, this aircraft never conicts with neighboring
eastbound aircraft. In addition, each southbound air-
craft within the control volume has already performed
a resolution maneuver and must be considered as a
moving obstacle. Each southbound aircraft projects
a linear, slab-shaped \shadow" of width d, centered
around the aircraft and inclined 45 degrees (denoted
in light grey in Fig. 4). For general encounter an-
gles and aircraft speeds, this shadow is oriented along
the relative velocity vectors. Consider a circle Ci of
radius d=2 centered around Ai (note that the size of

L

L

Ai, Ci

Aj

N

E

x

y

S

Figure 5: Existence of conict resolution maneuver is

enable by intelligent behavior.

the aircraft drawn in all �gures is considerably exag-
gerated). For the eastbound aircraft Ai to avoid any
conict, it must maneuver so that the circle Ci does
not intersect any of the shaded areas. Failure to do
so means that a conict will occur.

Existence of Conict Resolution Maneuver

It is now shown that an aircraft entering the con-
trol volume (e.g., the eastbound aircraft Ai indicated
in bold in Fig. 5) can always execute a lateral dis-
placement maneuver that results in a conict-free tra-
jectory, if the width of the maneuver corridor, L, is
su�ciently large. We begin with the hypothesis that
such a maneuver does not exist, and then make the
following argument:

The \shadows" of the eastbound aircraft which are
ahead of Ai should not cover the circle Ci (centered
around aircraft Ai), wherever Ai is located within the
maneuver corridor. Otherwise, aircraft Ai could hide
behind one of such \shadows", and therefore, succeed
in �nding a lateral displacement (less than L) that
results in a conict-free trajectory. In other words,
there should not exist any aircraft other than Ai in the
area of the shaded right triangle S as seen in Fig. 5.

At the same time, all southbound aircraft cur-
rently inside the control volume have already per-
formed minimum lateral displacement conict resolu-
tion maneuvers, and are ying along straight, conict-
free southbound paths. By hypothesis, their \shad-
ows" intersect the circle Ci, wherever its location is,
since no conict resolution is possible. In particular,
at least one \shadow" intersects the circle Ci when
Ai deviates fully to the left, as shown in Fig. 5. For
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Figure 6: Test case for random arrival geometry using the

lateral position change model. The separation distance is

subject to a uniform distribution on the interval [5; 15]

nm. The number of the tested aircraft is 500. Upper:

A snapshot taken during the conict resolution process.

Lower: Aircraft deviation distribution.

this to happen, the corresponding southbound aircraft
(denoted by Aj) must have deviated to the right (from
its nominal path) by a distance larger than L=2�

p
2d.

Assume
L > 2

p
2d: (1)

From the above argument about the eastbound
aircraft, we see that the \shadows" of the eastbound
aircraft should not intersect the circle Cj (centered
around Aj) if Aj were shifted a lateral displacement
of L=2�

p
2d closer to the central axis of the maneu-

ver corridor. Thus, we get a conict-free resolution
maneuver for Aj with smaller amplitude. This causes
contradiction with the statement that the southbound
aircraft have already performed minimum lateral dis-
placement maneuvers.

Therefore, there must exist a conict avoidance
maneuver for Ai, and the closed-loop system is there-
fore stable.

Note that condition (1) provides an upper bound
on the maximum conict avoidance maneuver am-
plitude for both southbound and eastbound aircraft:
The maximum lateral deviation experienced by the
aircraft is bounded above by

p
2d. If d = 5 nm (nau-

tical miles), the lateral deviations will not be larger
than 7:1 nm. Considering a scenario where conicts
are predicted and solved 20 minutes ahead of time,
and aircraft ying at 500 knots, the corresponding
distance to conict D is approximately 160 nm. Thus
an equivalent maximum heading change amplitude
would be approximately 2.5 degrees.

Now let us look at a very simple situation involv-
ing only two aircraft: An eastbound aircraft and a
southbound aircraft arrive in the conict area at the
same time. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the southbound aircraft makes decision and maneuver
�rst. Since in our conict resolution rules an aircraft
does not account for the aircraft which have not ma-
neuvered yet, the southbound aircraft need not take
any action to avoid the conict. Hence the conict
resolution is left to the eastbound aircraft only. It is
easy to test that the minimum lateral displacement
for the eastbound aircraft to avoid the conict is ex-
actly

p
2d. This example shows that the bound we

obtained is tight. In general, it was observed that for
the class of problems considered in this paper, up to
six aircraft can be involved in the same conict.

Arbitrary Encounter Angle

Let � be the encounter angle between aircraft ows:
� = 0 deg corresponds to the case when the two ows
are parallel and � = 180 deg corresponds to the two
ows going opposite directions.

A slight generalization of the previous reasoning
allows us to prove that for general ow encounter an-
gles, the lateral deviation of each aircraft is bounded
above by

d

sin(�=2)
:

Simulations

This section presents simulations of tra�c under
the conditions described above. The goal of the sim-
ulations is to estimate lower bounds on the maxi-
mum deviations actually experienced by the intersect-
ing aircraft ows, as well as to generate some insight
about the structure of the tra�c ow after resolution.
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Figure 7: Test case for uniform arrival geometry using the

position change model. Upper: Initial separation distance

is 8 nm. Lower: Initial separation distance is 5 nm.

In this section, we will assume in the �rst two sub-
sections that the aircraft resolve conicts via lateral
position changes. Some simulations and discussion
for heading change maneuvers are given in the third
subsection.

Random Arrival Geometry

We �rst examine the lateral displacement of air-
craft in the two intersecting streams for random ar-
rival patterns. The aircraft in either stream are ini-
tially separated by a distance chosen from a uniform
distribution over the interval [5; 15] nm. The consid-
ered airspace volume (conict area) is circular with
radius 100 nm. A total of 500 aircraft owing through
this airspace have been simulated. Fig. 6 gives a snap-
shot of the tra�c ow taken during the conict res-
olution process. Also shown in Fig. 6 is a histogram
of the lateral deviations experienced by the 500 tested

aircraft. The largest lateral displacement found in this
simulation is 7.1 nm, which exactly is our estimated
upper bound. The average of the (absolute) lateral
displacements of the tested aircraft is 2.68 nm, and
there are 42.6% of the 500 tested aircraft deviating
from the nominal path with a lateral displacement
larger than half of the upper bound (approximately
3.5 nm).

Uniform Arrival Geometry

The following simulations consider the conict res-
olution for two streams of aircraft with �xed initial
separation distance. Although this uniform aircraft
arrival geometry is unrealistic, it may help us get
some intuition (in addition to the stability analysis)
about how the proposed avoidance rules can success-
fully handle the conict resolution for two streams of
aircraft.

Fig. 7 gives two examples. In the �rst example,
the initial separation distance between every pair of
neighboring aircraft is S = 8 nm. Denote ds;0 as the
initial distance between the �rst aircraft in the south-
bound stream and the center of the conict area, and,
correspondingly, denote de;0 for the �rst aircraft in
the eastbound stream. In this example, ds;0 and de;0
are chosen such that ds;0 � de;0 = S=2. Thus aircraft
enter into the control volume one at a time. Fig. 7
(upper picture) shows the structure of the tra�c ow
after conict resolution. The largest lateral displace-
ment experienced by the aircraft is 6.2 nm, within our
estimated upper bound.

In the next example, we chose the initial separa-
tion distance of aircraft to be S = d = 5 nm, which
implies that in this case the aircraft are \packed" in
the most compact way before they ow into the con-
ict area. We determined the behavior of the ows
as ds;0 � de;0 decreases to 0, that is, eastbound and
southbound aircraft enter the control volume nearly
at the same time. Fig. 7 (lower picture) presents a
snapshot of the ows for this case during the conict
resolution process. The largest lateral displacement
of the aircraft is 7.1 nm.

From the above two examples we also observe that
uniform aircraft arrival ows generate periodic, conict-
free aircraft ow patterns under the simple conict
avoidance rule. Furthermore, the conict avoidance
rule groups the aircraft in \platoons", and each pla-
toon is formed in such a manner that the aircraft in
a platoon have the same \shadow" as that of other
aircraft in the same platoon. Intuitively, this kind of
platooning is very e�cient for conict resolution in-
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Figure 8: Test case for random arrival geometry using the

heading change model. The separation distance is subject

to a uniform distribution on the interval [5; 15] nm, the

number of the tested aircraft is 500, and the radius of the

conict area is 100 nm. Upper: A snapshot taken during

the conict resolution process. Lower: Aircraft deviation

distribution.

volving two aircraft ows. The platooning results in a
\shearing" motion when two platoons (from the two
aircraft streams) meet at the center of the conict
area. Interesting enough, platooning has been pro-
posed as a viable, although heuristic option in many
intelligent, hierarchical transportation systems [24, 6].

StabilityResults for HeadingChange Maneuver Model

As mentioned in the previous sections, the lateral
position change model may be considered as an ap-
proximation to the heading change model. The ap-
proximation accuracy can be examined by comparing
the reachable position sets (areas) of both models for
a given time horizon interval [T; T + �T ]. Besides
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Figure 9: Test case for uniform arrival geometry using the

heading change model. The initial separation distance is

5 nm. The radius of the conict area is 100 nm.

Fig. 2, we use the following two simulations to illus-
trate the similarity between the two models.

The �rst simulation is run under the same condi-
tions as described in the simulation of Fig. 6. The
aircraft in each stream are initially separated by a
distance chosen from a uniform distribution on the
interval [5; 15] nm. Fig. 8 gives a snapshot taken dur-
ing the conict resolution process, and also shows the
distribution of the 500 tested aircraft with respect to
their heading changes. There is signi�cant similarity
between the two distributions in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8.
(Note that a heading change of 0.01 radian results in
approximately a lateral displacement of 1 nm lateral
displacement after the aircraft ies 100 nm straight.)

The second simulation uses the heading change
model to resolve conicts for a scenario with uniform
arrival geometry. The initial separation distance of
aircraft is S = 5 nm. Fig. 9 shows the structure of the
resulting tra�c ow, which is similar to that observed
in Fig. 7 (lower picture).

From the examples presented above, we see that
the lateral position change model appears to be a
good approximation to the heading change model, es-
pecially for very small perturbations.

Comparison with Centralized Resolution Strategies

The position change model makes it possible and
fairly easy to compare the solutions provided by de-
centralized conict resolution strategies with central-
ized, optimal solution strategies that may be obtained
for a large but �nite set of aircraft. The goal of this
study is to evaluate the degree of \ine�ciency" of the
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decentralized conict resolution scheme discussed in
the earlier paragraphs.

Considering two aircraft streams as introduced pre-
viously, we assume that the number of aircraft is now
�nite (the two streams are truncated). The central-
ized optimization is that of minimizing the maximum
lateral deviation experienced by any aircraft, subject
to the constraint that all conicts be solved. Such
an optimization problem may be easily written as
a mixed integer programming problem, as follows.
Referring to Fig. 10, aircraft Ai and Aj (assumed
to travel at the same, constant speed on orthogonal
courses) will not be in conict if and only if the circle
Ci does not intersect the \shadow" projected by air-
craft Aj . Let (xi; yi) and (xj ; yj) be the coordinates
of aircraft Ai and Aj and let d be the minimum al-
lowable miss distance. Ai and Aj are not in conict
if and only if

xi + yi � xj + yj +
p
2d

or

xi + yi � xj + yj �
p
2d:

(2)

These constraints are linear in the decision variables
yi and xj (which are the lateral deviations for the east-
bound and southbound aircraft, respectively). The
centralized conict resolution problem may therefore
be written as

Minimize max(max
Ai is eastbound jyij ;

max
Aj is southbound jxj j)

Subject to (2);

(3)

where the decision variables are yi for the eastbound
aircraft and xj for the southbound aircraft (xi and
yj are �xed parameters). This problem may be easily
recast as the mixed-integer linear programming prob-
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Figure 11: Test case for uniform arrival geometry using

the heading change model. The initial separation distance

is 5 nm. The radius of the conict area is 100 nm.

lem

Minimize 

subject to � � yi � ; Ai is eastbound,
� � xj � ; Aj is southbound,

Mtij + xi + yi � xj + yj +
p
2d;

M(tij � 1) + xi + yi � xj + yj �
p
2d;
(4)

where the continuous decision variables are yi for the
eastbound aircraft and xj for the southbound air-
craft, and tij are binary decision variables. xi and
yj are �xed parameters, and M is a large constant.
This problem may be solved e�ciently using power-
ful linear programming optimization software such as
CPLEX [4].

Fig. 11 shows the conict resolution for the two
streams of aircraft, with a total of 82 aircraft. In this
example, the initial separation distance between air-
craft is S = d = 5 nm and the aircraft are initially con-
�gured as described in Fig. 7 (lower picture). Com-
pared with Fig. 7, Fig. 11 reveals a slightly more com-
pact conict resolution structure: The largest lateral
displacement experienced by the aircraft in Fig. 11 is
6.1 nm, which is slightly smaller than 7.1 nm - the
largest displacement of aircraft in the decentralized
test.

Discussion

The simplicity of the stability analysis stands with
no doubt in contrast with the complexity of the ob-
served aircraft behaviors during simulations: While
aircraft conict avoidance behaviors may display a
large number of possible behaviors, it is possible to
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determine an upper bound on the lateral deviation
by using �rst principles. The case study performed
here reveals that crucial to the proof of ow stabil-
ity is the fact that vehicles behave \intelligently" as
they attempt to minimize the deviation from their
intended path. It is worth noting that statistical ap-
proaches such as the one presented in [21], for exam-
ple, because they perform open-loop analyses, would
have resulted in a very large number of predicted con-
icts. In comparison, the present analysis, because it
is performed on the closed-loop system, predicts no
conict will ever occur and the tra�c ow will be
handled e�ciently (deviations remain bounded). On
the other hand, the current analysis pays no atten-
tion to robustness issues and what happens in case
of delinquent aircraft behavior. Such analysis is the
object of current research.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the problem
of demonstrating stability of two interacting aircraft
ows in a Free-Flight environment when these aircraft
obey simple conict resolution strategies. Using ele-
mentary arguments, we have shown for a speci�c air-
craft encounter scenario that these interacting ows
remain stable and derived a simple upper bound on
the maximum deviation experienced by the aircraft.

Our future research will address the problem of
conict resolution with both speed and heading con-
trol. We will consider scenarios with more complex
intersecting ow geometry, including the one involv-
ing multiple aircraft ow streams.
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